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The days of sexist science teachers and Barbies chirping that
"math class is tough!" are over, according to pop culture, but a
government program aimed at bringing more women and girls
into science, technology, engineering and math fields suggests
otherwise.
Below are five myths about that still endure, according to the
National Science Foundation's (NSF) Research on Gender
in Science and Engineering (GSE) program:

Myth 1: From the time they start school, most girls are less interested in science than boys are.

Reality: In elementary school about as many girls as boys have positive attitudes toward science. A recent study of 
fourth graders showed that 66 percent of girls and 68 percent of boys reported liking science. But something else 

Here’s how to encourage more girls to
pursue science and math careers
Unfortunately,  media  depictions  of  people  in  STEM  are  often
narrow and perpetuate false stereotypes, such as that scientists
are eccentric, “nerdy” or “geeky,”  obsessive and detached from
reality.

Similarly, scientists’ work is assumed to be lonely and isolating. It
is also seen as being done in pursuit of self-centered goals, such
as satisfying one’s curiosity, as opposed to altruistic goals, such
as helping others.

These cultural images act as a barrier for girls specifically: Girls
are socialized to think of themselves as different from the average
scientist on most of these dimensions, leading them to favor fields
populated by people  with whom they more readily identify and
who have more altruistic goals.

However, many modern scientists don’t fit the image of the “geeky,” eccentric loner, and they do work collaboratively for the
good of others.
Help children relate to people in STEM

To counteract the effects of these images, parents and teachers can introduce children to diverse and relatable examples of
people in STEM. They can do so through online resources, such as This is What a Scientist Looks Like and Skype a
Scientist.

Parents and teachers might also tell children that scientists often work together in teams and invent things that help people
in their  everyday lives. These types of messages are likely to help both girls and boys because they reveal a deeper
purpose for learning STEM-related subjects.
Create an environment that promotes science

Some have attributed women’s underrepresentation in STEM to their inherent preferences. However, the scientific evidence
indicates that these preferences are shaped by cultural beliefs. They are not determined by innate differences.

Parents and educators are in a great position to help dispel stereotypes that discourage girls from becoming scientists. And
one of the best ways to do that, we believe, is to create environments that promote the idea that science careers are within
their reach.

Negative stereotypes about girls’ ability can discourage from 
them pursuing careers in math and science, researchers say.



starts happening in elementary school. By second grade, when students (both boys and girls) are asked to draw a 
scientist, most portray a white male in a lab coat. Any woman scientist they draw looks severe and not very happy. 
The persistence of the stereotypes start to turn girls off, and by eighth grade, boys are twice as interested in STEM 
(science, technology, engineering, math) careers as girls are. The female attrition continues throughout high school, 
college and even the work force. Women with STEM higher education degrees are twice as likely to leave a scientific 
or engineering job as men with comparable STEM degrees.

Myth 2: Classroom interventions that work to increase girls' interest in STEM run the risk of turning off the boys.

Reality: Actually, educators have found that interventions that work to increase girls' interest in STEM also increase 
such interest among the boys in the classroom. When girls are shown images of women scientists and given a 
greater sense of possibility about the person they could become, the boys get the message too--"I can do this!"

Myth 3: Science and math teachers are no longer biased toward their male students.

Reality: In fact, biases are persistent, and teachers often interact more with boys than with girls in science and math. 
A teacher will often help a boy do an experiment by explaining how to do it, while when a girl asks for assistance the 
teacher will often simply do the experiment, leaving the girl to watch rather than do. Research shows that when 
teachers are deliberate about taking steps to involve the female students, everyone winds up benefiting. This may 
mean making sure everyone in the class is called on over the course of a particular lesson, or asking a question and 
waiting 10 seconds before calling on anyone. Good math and science teachers also recognize that when instruction is
inquiry-based and hands-on, and students engage in problem solving as cooperative teams, both boys and girls are 
motivated to pursue STEM activities, education and careers.

Myth 4: When girls just aren't interested in science, parents can't do much to motivate them.

Reality: Parents' support (as well as that of teachers) has been shown to be crucial to a girl's interest in science, 
technology, engineering and math. Making girls aware of the range of science and engineering careers available and 
their relevance to society works to attract more women (as well as men) to STEM careers. Parents and teachers are 
also in a position to tell young people what they need to do (in terms of coursework and grades) to put themselves on 
a path to a STEM career.

Myth 5: At the college level, changing the STEM curriculum runs the risk of watering down important "sink or swim" 
coursework.

Reality : The mentality of needing to "weed out" weaker students in college majors--especially in the more 
quantitative disciplines--disproportionately weeds out women. This is not necessarily because women are failing. 
Rather, women often perceive "Bs" as inadequate grades and drop out, while men with "Cs" will persist with the class.
Effective mentoring and "bridge programs" that prepare students for challenging coursework can counteract this. 
Changing the curriculum often leads to better recruitment and retention of both women and men in STEM classrooms 
and majors. For example, having students work in pairs on programming in entry-level computer science and 
engineering (CSE) courses leads to greater retention of both men and women in CSE majors. In addition, given that 
many students (including men) have difficulty with spatial visualization and learning, coursework in this area has 
helped retain both women and men in engineering schools.

[Read: Educators Applaud Obama's Push for Science, Math Teaching]

One of the most effective interventions to help young women choose and sustain a STEM educational path and 
subsequent STEM career is mentoring, according to the NSF.

"There are helpful strategies for teachers and for families to attract girls to science and keep them engaged in it," says 
Jolene Kay Jesse, GSE program director. "And, by the way, these strategies are helpful in keeping students of both 
genders engaged."

The program seeks to broaden the participation of girls and women in science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics education fields by supporting research, research-based innovations and education add-ons that will 
lead to a larger and more diverse domestic science and engineering workforce.

What are you going to do with these articles ?

1) Choose a paragraph in one of these articles.
2) Try to understand it as much as possible.
3) Summarise it with your own words.  EVALUATION→
4) Prepare sentences to express your opinion : Do you agree ? Don't you agree ? Why ?
5) Prepare a small sketch to illustrate the difficulties for girl to do science.  EVALUATION→
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